JEWELRY MAKING
__	PROCESSES
Processes used in jewelry making are grouped according to the
purposes they serve. Annealing, pickling, wd filing are termed
working processes because they are used to keep the metal in work-
ing condition, that is, clean and malleable, as the work on it pro-
gresses. Annealing, pickling, and filing do not contribute directly
to construction but keep the metal in condition for sawing, solder-
ing, and casting which are construction processes, and for chasing,
carving, and repousse which are decorative processes. Cleaning,
polishing, and coloring are finishing processes which bring out
the techniques of construction and, if well done, enhance the beauty
of the article. If construction and work techniques are poor, fin-
ishing processes reveal crudeness of workmanship.
Construction processes in jewelry work must be treated frankly
and decoration and ornamentation used for this type of craft work
should be consistent with them. A stone set on a curved surface
without apparent support is out of keeping with jewelry technique
and good design. An article rugged in construction adorned by
a dainty stone or delicate wire ornaments loses all the values of
good construction that might have been maintained by ornamen-
tation of comparable weight and texture.
It is well to remember that form itself often constitutes the
design. When the form is the design, good workmanship be-
comes the ornamentation. Conversely, poor workmanship may
detract measurably from any design values the form may have.
A piece of jewelry may be satisfactory structurally but lack
beauty of form. Its decorations may be interesting or beautiful in
themselves but deficient in the sense of harmony which is neces-
sary to make them an integral part of a satisfying design. The
processes used for jewelry making are the hall marks of good de-
sign in this form of craft work.
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